National Academic Integrity Network Meeting
15 October 2020, 10:30am to 1.00pm
Microsoft Team Meeting

1. 10:30-10:40 Review of Previous Meeting
   o Overview of previous minutes and outcomes
   o Update on NAIN membership 2020-21

2. 10:40 – 11:00 Update from Working Group 1
   o Discussion of post feedback draft of document: Academic Integrity: National Principles and Lexicon (circulated with agenda)
     Aim: to agree a final version for publication

3. 11:00 – 11:20 Update from Working Group 2
   o Discussion of feedback to the Registrar’s Questionnaire with a view to agreeing next steps

   Break 11:20 – 11:30

4. 11:30 – 12:00 Draft 2 Interim Academic Integrity Guidelines (circulated with agenda)
   o Discussion on draft guidelines being developed under direction of the Steering Group, as attached. Feedback both at and post the meeting will be sought to be incorporated into the guidelines.

5. 12:00-12:05 Communications and Media Update
   o Communications Working Group 3 update

6. 12:05-12:45 Data Protection Issues Arising from Invigilated Online Exams
   o Overview of issues arising as raised by participants at the Sept AI webinar.
   o Open floor for members to raise their concerns / share their experience in this area and thereby identify possible actions that the NAIN and/or QQI can usefully take to support providers in this area

7. 12:45-12:50 Updates on National and International Developments
   o Update on the National Academic Integrity week

8. 12:50-1pm Confirmation of next 2020 plenary meeting date as agreed in September – December 10th
   o Agree meeting dates for Jan to July, 2021